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INlRODUCTION

Our Merit Salary Administration Program - the
way we compensate you for the work you do is designed to do two things:
• Pay what a job is worth
• Recognize and reward individual effort and
job-related performance.

Through our Merit Salary Administration Program,
we can measure each job, give it a value and
compare that value with the values assigned
to other jobs within our organization. This process
helps us determine a ranking order of importance
for all job classifications and assists us in deter
mining the range of pay opportunity we want to
make available for each position.
Because so many companies use the same job
evaluation system we use, we can compare our
pay policy (the pay opportunity we make available
to you) with the way other companies pay their
employees. We do this to make certain that we
maintain a competitive position in paying salaries.
Our Merit Salary Administration Program forms
the basis for recognizing and rewarding individ
ual levels of accomplishment. Obviously the
better you perform, the greater the pay oppor
tunity available to you.

1 JOB DESCRIPTIONS

The first step in designing a pay program is to
obtain a clear understanding of what each job is
expected to accomplish. We do this by developing
a written description for each job. A job description
lists the qualifications (preparation, experience and
the like) required to obtain the job, as well as the
responsibilities involved in its performance (what
the employee is expected to do). Each job is
expected to accomplish some end result, and job
descriptions list those results in terms of money, unit
volumes, number of people supervised and the
like. Job descriptions provide a record of the
important facts about the job.
Because of their importance, job descriptions are
updated as needed. In this way, you can be sure
that the description, as well as the evaluation and
salary range developed from it, are current and
accurately reflect the worth of your job.

2 JOB EVALUATION

Once the position descriptions are written, we are
ready to evaluate our jobs. Evaluation committees
comprised of specially trained management
personnel use the written job descriptions to:
• Determine the value of each job.
• Show the relationship of one job to another.
• Assign each job a point total and grade
reflecting the job's value.

The job evaluation system used to analyze each
job is the same process used by hundreds of
companies throughout the country and around the
world. And since each job is evaluated using this
same process, you can be assured that our jobs
are accurately and fairly given a value based on
the same criteria.
It's important to remember that, in this stage of
the program, no attempt is made to evaluate
the person in the position or that person's
performance. The committee considers only the
job itself, as defined by its description.
Of course, we recognize that not all jobs are the
same. A claim examiner and a sales representative
have extremely different job requirements that
call for different types of individualized training
and experience. However, a claim examiner, a
sales representative and, in fact all jobs, have
three common characteristics:
• Know-How measures the type and degree of
skills needed to do the job. Know-How
includes not only specialized, technical, and
practical knowledge, but also any managerial
skills and skills in dealing with people.
• Problem Solving measures the degree to which
required skills are used to identify, define

and solve job-related problems. Problem
Solving is the way you use Know-How.
• Accountability is the degree to which you are
held accountable for taking action and for the
consequences resulting from these actions.
It involves your freedom to act and make
decisions, how these decisions affect income
and expenses and the extent to which
responsibility is shared with others.
Each job is evaluated for the amount of Know-How,
Problem Solving and Accountability present.
The Total of the points reflects the degree of
Know-How, Problem Solving and Accountability
present in a job and indicates its overall point
value. This evaluation remains assigned to the job
until the job description is revised or the job
reevaluated.

J INTERNAL COMPARISON

The process of job evaluation produces a ranking
order which serves as the basis for assuring
internal equity. Job content, as measured by the
job's point value, is the same no matter who fills
the job. The more important the job, the greater
the pay opportunity available to the job-holder.

4 COMPARING WITH OTHERS

Because many other organizations use the same
job evaluation procedure we use, we can compare
our pay structure with these other organizations
through salary surveys. Each year we participate
in compensation surveys with numerous other
organizations like our own all across the country.
A major advantage of participating in this survey
is that any job with a given number of evaluation
points can be compared accurately with similar
jobs in other participating organizations. To make
sure our pay policy remains current, we participate
in this salary review annually, updating our
program as necessary.
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OBJECTIVES

• Continuing and Flexible: As
jobs change or new jobs
develop, the program is
adjusted so that all jobs
continue to be paid on a fair
and equitable basis. Salary
ranges are adjusted periodically
to account for changes in jobs
and changes in the competitive
job market.

INTIRNAL COMPARISON

• Each job is assigned
points for:
- Know-How
- Problem Solving
- Accountability

• Internally Equitable: Our
program provides a salary range
for each job that fairly reflects
the value of the job and relates
that value to every other job in
the organization.

• Personally Motivating: The
program provides opportunities
for recognizing your performance
through salary increases.

• Written expression of
job requirements

JOB EVALUATION

In line with our "pay for perfor
mance" philosophy, we designed
our salary program to meet cer
tain key objectives:

• Externally Competitive: In order
to continue to attract and
keep the most qualified people
available, our pay practice (the
way we pay salaries) is frequently
compared with the pay
programs of other organizations
like ours. We do this to make
sure our Merit Salary Administration
Program remains competitive.

JOB DESCRIPTIONS

COMPARING WITH OTHERS
• Pay practice is com
pared on the basis of
job content with other
organizations both
locally and nationally.

• Jobs are ranked by
evaluated point value to
determine Internal Equity.

ASSIGNING SALARY RANCES
• Each job is assigned to
a grade and salary range
based on point value.

Max_-------

PAY FOR PERFORMANCE

• Your performance moves you
through your salary range.

$

Good Performer

Mid.

Min.

Time

� ASSIGNING SAlARY RANCES
After jobs are ranked, and our desired competitive
position in the job marketplace is determined, we
assign each job to a salary range that reflects the
job's overall value to the company. This range
of pay opportunity has a minimum and a maximum
established around a midpoint. The minimum of
the range is 80% of the midpoint and the
maximum is 120% of the midpoint. Employees
being paid at the entering level of their salary
ranges (80% of the midpoint) have an opportunity
to increase their salary over a period of time (to
120% of the midpoint). This range provides
sufficient room for merit increases based on
differences in individual performance.

6 PAY FOR PERFORMANCE

Our Merit Salary Administration Program provides
a rational basis for assessing individual perform
ance, rewarding achievement, and motivating
individual effort. One of the best ways for
management to show it values your contribution
is to reward you with an equitable salary and
salary increase opportunities.

As a part of this program, your performance is
rated within one of the five following categories:
• Distinguished: Performance is consistently
outstanding in all respects. Persons rated
Distinguished over a period of time can
eventually expect to be paid near the top of
the salary range.
• Commendable: Performance exceeds all of
the requirements for the job. The Commendable
performer is clearly better than the majority.
Individuals in this category can eventually
expect to be paid in the upper half of the
salary range.
• Competent: Performance is fully acceptable.
Each of the requirements of the job is met in a
satisfactory manner. Competent performers
can eventually expect to be paid at or near the
midpoint of their salary ranges.
• Adequate: Performance is close to acceptable,
but falls short on one or more of the require
ments. There is a clear need for more develop
ment. Compensation for these individuals
will normally be below the midpoint until
performance improves.
• Marginal: Performance level for newcomers
and others whose performance is clearly not
acceptable. Compensation for these individuals
will be at or near the minimum of the range.

As these categories demonstrate, we recognize
that different people perform at different levels
in the same job. Obviously we plan to reward the
good performer with higher pay opportunities
both now and in the long run.
Your supervisor will periodically review your
performance and assign you one of the five
performance ratings. Your rating, together with
your present position in your salary range, will
determine the size of your salary increase.
The performance rating you receive depends on
how well you meet the requirements and objectives
of your job. It is your supervisor's responsibility
to communicate to you what these are. In order
to determine what percentage increase is going
to be given, we use what is called a Salary Increase
Guide. This Guide has suggested increases that
vary according to performance and where
you are within your current salary range.
Say the midpoint pay for the range in which your
job is placed is $10,000. The individual who far
exceeds performance expectations could someday
reach the maximum for the range, $12,000. The
performer who only occasionally meets expectations
would stay somewhere between the $8,000
minimum and the $10,000 midpoint. The range for
your job is adjusted on a regular basis to reflect
changes in the labor market so that as your
range moves up, your pay opportunity increases
as well.
Remember, a top performance rating doesn't
mean that you automatically go to the top of the
range. What it does mean is a better performer
will progress through the salary range more
rapidly than those performing at a lower level.

However, if you continue to turn in a high
performance rating year after you, you will
move up in your range, provided you don't get
promoted in the meantime. On the other hand, a
poor performer will nearly always be below the
midpoint in the salary range.

SUMMARY
Your salary provides income you can count on for
your financial security while you work for us. Your
salary rewards your performance and as you grow
in your job, your salary grows too.
We pay you a salary that is competitive with the
companies with whom we compare salaries. As
jobs change, new jobs are developed, and the
marketplace shifts, our Merit Salary Administration
Program is adjusted so that all employees continue
to be paid on a fair and competitive basis.
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